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Abstract—With the ever-shrinking size of transistors, silent
data corruptions (SDCs) are becoming a common yet serious
issue in HPC. Selective instruction duplication (SID) is a widely
used fault-tolerance technique that can obtain high SDC coverage
with low performance overhead. However, existing SID methods
are confined to single program input in its assessment, assuming
that error resilience of a program remains similar across inputs.
Nevertheless, we observe that the assumption cannot always
hold, leading to a drastic loss in SDC coverage across different
inputs, compromising HPC reliability. We notice that the SDC
coverage loss correlates with a small set of instructions - we
call them incubative instructions, which reveal elusive error
propagation characteristics across multiple inputs. We propose
MINPSID, an automated SID framework that automatically
identifies and re-prioritizes incubative instructions in a given
program to enhance SDC coverage. Evaluation shows MINPSID
can effectively mitigate the loss of SDC coverage across multiple
inputs.

Keywords—Silent Data Corruption, Error Resilience, Fault
Injection, Instruction Duplication, Program Analysis, Software
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I. INTRODUCTION

The shrinking transistor sizes have increased the susceptibil-
ity of modern high-performance computing (HPC) systems to
hardware transient faults [1]. Though hardware protections like
voltage guard bands and triple modular redundancy (TMR)
can mask these faults, such hardware methods inevitably incur
tremendous energy consumption overhead, whereas energy has
become first-class constraint in modern system design [2].
The situation is particularly exacerbated in HPC due to the
large computation scale and was classified as one of the top
challenges in HPC [3]. As a result, researchers expect that
future HPC applications should tolerate hardware faults with
low performance and energy overheads.

Silent data corruption (SDC) is recognized as one of the
most severe types of failures [4]. It silently propagates in
program execution and finally corrupts program output without
noticeable symptoms. Researchers have observed that a portion
of program instructions are responsible for almost all the
SDCs in a program [5]. Thus, protecting the most vulnerable
parts of the program may be sufficient to achieve high SDC
coverage with relatively low overhead. In light of this, selective
instruction duplication (SID) has been proposed to mitigate
SDCs in programs [2], [6], [7]. In general, SID chooses the

most vulnerable program instructions and duplicates them in
program execution against SDCs.

However, existing SID studies often confine themselves to
one program input when assessing the effectiveness of the
protection, assuming that the error resiliency of the program
remains similar across different program inputs. Nevertheless,
we observe that such an assumption does not always hold. The
SDC coverage suffers from significant loss1 when a protected
program runs with different inputs, which may seriously
compromise HPC reliability. Industry experiences with similar
views have recently been released by Meta [4] and Google [8],
disclosing much higher SDC rates than expected in their large-
scale applications, even if the applications are protected.

To investigate the observed problem in-depth, we make four
key contributions in this paper: (1) We conduct an extensive
fault injection (FI) experiment to demonstrate that popular
SID methods may suffer from a significant loss of SDC
coverage when a protected program runs with different inputs.
(2) Through a root cause analysis, we identify that there is a
small set of instructions that reveal drastically different error
propagation behaviors among different inputs. Such instruc-
tions result in the SDC coverage loss, and we name those
instructions incubative instructions – the instructions that show
resilient on some inputs but others. (3) Based on our analy-
sis, we propose MINPSID (Multi-Input-Hardened Selective
Instruction Duplication), an automated SID framework that
identifies incubative instructions of a given program through
static analysis and dynamic input searching. MINPSID also
re-prioritizes the incubative instructions according to their
conservative error propagation behaviors, and improves the
overall SDC coverage for SID across multiple program inputs.
(4) We evaluate MINPSID versus existing SID method on a
diverse set of HPC applications. Our experimental results are
summarized as follows:

• We identify that the SDC coverage decreases from an
average of 96.12% to 58.76% over 11 benchmarks when
running existing SID method with multiple program
inputs. In an extreme case, the loss of SDC coverage
can be as significant as 100% in the Kmeans benchmark.

1We define SDC coverage loss as the reduction of SDC coverage provided
by the protection technique.
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On average, 37.58% of the inputs lead to SDC coverage
loss in each benchmark, with a maximum of 72.00% in
the FFT benchmark.

• We find that the number of incubative instructions varies
in programs, from 6.20% (LU) to 32.09% (Needle) of
the total instructions. On average, there are 15.79%
incubative instructions in a program. They are responsible
for at least 97% loss of SDC coverage.

• We propose MINPSID which combines program analysis
and input searching techniques for identifying incubative
instructions in a program. Our proposed technique can
find 45.60% more incubative instructions than a random
search within the given time budget. MINPSID also
re-prioritizes incubative instructions in the instruction
selection phase of SID to improve the SDC coverage.
On average, MINPSID takes a one-time cost of 63.71
minutes to complete its execution.

The remaining of the paper is organized as follows. In
Section II, we introduce the background. In Section III, we
describe our experimental setup in details. Then, we demon-
strate the serious drawback of the existing SID methods in
Section III-B, and analyze the root-cause in Section IV. In
Section V, we describe MINPSID in details. In Section VI,
we present and analyze the evaluation results.

II. BACKGROUND KNOWLEDGE

In this section, we first present the fault model, followed by
an introduction of the LLVM compiler. In the end, we review
the SID technique in detail.

A. Fault Model

In this work we use a fault model that has been commonly
studied in related fault tolerance works [5], [7], [9], [10].
Specifically, we focus on transient hardware faults in processor
computing components, including pipeline stages, flip-flops,
and functional units. We do not consider faults in the memory
or caches, as we assume that ECC protects these. Likewise,
we do not consider faults in the processor’s control logic.
Further, we ignore the instruction encoding faults as they
can be detected through other techniques like error-correcting
codes. Finally, we do not take into account the situation
that the program jumps to arbitrary, illegal addresses due to
execution faults, as this problem can be resolved by control-
flow checking techniques [11]. However, the program may
take a legal but wrong branch, which means the executed path
is legal, but the branch selection is not as expected due to
propagated faults.

We focus on the faults that affect program executions. Such
faults may cause a program to crash, hang, or produce an
incorrect program output. In the case of an incorrect output,
we say that the fault leads to an silent data corruption (SDC)
which is our focus in this work. We define SDC probability as
the probability of an SDC upon a manifested fault in program
execution. We also define SDC coverage as the percentage of
SDCs that has been mitigated by a used protection technique.

These definitions have been commonly used in [5], [7], [12],
[13].

B. LLVM Compiler

We perform the program analysis, fault injection, and the
tool implementation based on the LLVM compiler [14] for
the following reasons: First, LLVM uses a typed intermediate
representation (IR) that can easily represent source-level se-
mantics. In particular, it preserves the names of variables and
functions, which makes source mapping feasible. This feature
allows us to perform a fine-grained analysis to locate the error
sites in the source code that cause specific failures. Second,
LLVM IR is a platform-neutral representation that abstracts
away low-level hardware details. This feature eases porting
our analysis to various architectures. It also simplifies the
treatment of the assembly language formats. Finally, LLVM
IR has been practical for doing FI studies [15], and there
exists a set of fault injectors upon LLVM [6], [16]. With the
unique advantages, the LLVM compiler has been utilized in
the resilience research [2], [5], [7], [12], [16], [17]. For brevity,
we refer the term instruction in this paper to the LLVM IR
level instruction, although our methodology is general and not
tied to LLVM.

C. Selective Instruction Duplication (SID)

SID has been extensively used in protecting programs from
soft errors [2], [6], [12]. Figure 1 shows an example of SID.
As shown in (c), if instruction D is vulnerable and needs
to be protected, one can duplicate its execution by inserting
an instruction Ddup, and compare the computation results
between D and Ddup. Such comparisons in SID need to be
placed before any program synchronization locations such as
function calls and control-flow branches etc. If any faults occur
at D or Ddup, the duplication will detect the mismatch at
runtime, and hence detect SDC. SID incurs much less runtime
overhead compared with a full duplication such as in (b).
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Fig. 1: An example of SID from Pathfinder benchmark. Each
block represents an instruction. (a) Original program (b) Full
duplication (c) Selective protection of instruction D

SID formulates the SDC coverage and protection overhead
as a classic 0-1 knapsack optimization problem [18]. Within
the given allowance of the performance overhead, SID iden-
tifies the set of instructions that maximize the SDC coverage.
The protection is performed by duplicating the selected in-
structions in program compilation. Since we consider transient



hardware faults which will affect only one instruction at a
time, the immediate repetition of the instruction will be fault-
free. Thereby, once a transient hardware fault occurs at any
protected instruction at runtime, the error will be detected
by comparing the computation results between the original
instruction and its duplicated copy. In the optimization of a
knapsack setting, the cost refers to the performance overhead
of the instruction duplication. In contrast, the benefit is the
increased SDC coverage from the duplicated instructions.

Costi = (Dynamic Cycle)i / (Total Cycle) (1)

Benefiti = (SDC Probability)i × Costi (2)

Equation (1) and (2) give the details of the cost and benefit
calculations for an instruction i. We compute the cost by
profiling the fraction of dynamic cycles of an instruction
against the total execution cycles of the program. The benefit is
assessed by measuring the SDC probability of the instruction
and its cost. The detailed formulation can be found in [2], [7].
The optimization step that chooses instructions for protection
based on the cost and benefit profiles is known as instruction
selection in SID.

In the instruction selection phase, the FI method is usually
utilized in measuring the SDC probability of an instruction
under an input. Once the cost and benefit of every instruction
are obtained, SID uses the Knapsack algorithm for instruction
selection, given a targeted protection level. The term protection
level indicates the amount of dynamic instructions need to be
duplicated in SID, which is also a proxy to the performance
overhead of the protection. The most critical instructions
(per unit cost) will be selected for instruction duplication
in this phase. Upon finishing the selection, SID provides
an expected SDC coverage by aggregating all the measured
SDC probabilities of the selected instructions. Developers will
leverage the SDC coverage from SID to gauge whether or not
their protected applications meet the reliability target before
deployment.

III. PRELIMINARY STUDY

In this section, we manifest the loss-of-SDC-coverage issue
in existing SID techniques through FI experiments. We first
present our experimental setup before discussing the results.
We also use the same experimental settings later to evaluate
our proposed solution in Section VI.

A. Experimental Setup

1) Our Benchmarks: We collect a total of 11 benchmarks in
our evaluation. They are shown in Table II. All the benchmarks
are CPU programs since they are what we focus in this
paper. In our study, we choose benchmarks that are free of
the following problems: (1) The benchmarks cannot be com-
piled with LLVM so we cannot perform subsequent program
analysis and code transformation; (2) The benchmarks do not
work with the fault injector (LLFI) that we use; (3) The
input of the benchmarks is undocumented (e.g., unknown
binaries), so we cannot easily generate new inputs for the

benchmarks. Among these benchmarks, 8 are from the Rodinia
benchmark suite [19] since they are commonly used in related
studies [20]–[22]. Besides Rodinia, we include the three HPC
kernel applications (HPCCG, FFT, and Xsbench) that are used
in a recent related work in HPC resilience [22]. Note that the
original CG code is incompatible with the instrumentation of
LLFI, so we choose HPCCG [23], the HPC version of CG
developed by the same group, as an alternative in our study. All
the selected benchmarks have been commonly used in HPC
resilience studies [9], [15], [20], [24]–[28]. The study [25],
for example, used LU, FFT, and CG as their benchmarks in
a recent HPC resilience work – we have included all of the
three in our evaluation.

TABLE I: Our Benchmarks

Benchmark Suite Description
Xsbench CESAR Key computational kernel of the Monte

Carlo neutronics application
HPCCG Mantevo A simple conjugate gradient benchmark

code for a 3D chimney domain on an
arbitrary number of processors

FFT SPLASH-2 1D fast Fourier transform using six-step
FFT method

kNN Rodinia Find the k-nearest neighbours from an
unstructured data set

Pathfinder Rodinia Use dynamic programming to find a
path in grid

Backprop Rodinia A machine-learning algorithm that
trains the weights of connected nodes
on a layered neural network

BFS Rodinia Breadth-first search all connected com-
ponents in a graph

Particlefilter Rodinia Statistical estimator of the location of a
target object given noisy measurements
of that target’s location in a Bayesian
framework

Kmeans Rodinia A clustering algorithm used extensively
in data-mining and elsewhere

LU Rodinia An algorithm calculating the solutions
of a set of linear equations

Needle Rodinia A nonlinear global optimization method
for DNA sequence alignments

2) Input Generation Method: To conduct our experiment
without loss of generality, we generate random inputs based
on two important rules. First, the input should not produce any
reported errors or exceptions that halt the program execution.
The error-introducing input may not represent the ordinary
application behavior in production. Second, the number of
executed instructions by an input should not exceed 40 billion,
since we have to balance experiment time in our study.
After the filtering, we keep 50 can random inputs for each
benchmark to perform the FI experiments. The average number
of executed instructions per input is around 1.49 billion.

Our method to generate random inputs is as follows: If the
input of a benchmark contains numeric values, we randomize
each with a valid random value. For non-numeric types (e.g.,
string etc), we randomize each parameter among its legit
value domain (following its documentation). On the other
hand, if the benchmarks come with scripts which are used



(a) 30% Protection Level (b) 50% Protection Level (c) 70% Protection Level

Fig. 2: The loss of SDC coverage in existing SID method (Red bars indicate expected SDC coverage provided by SID)

to randomize inputs in the suite, we will utilize the scripts to
generate random inputs for these benchmarks. For example,
for structured inputs such as graph etc, the BFS, kNN, and
kmeans benchmarks provide such scripts in the benchmark
suite. Overall, our input generation method is inline with prior
work in the area [12], [22], [29].

3) FI Process: To perform FI experiments, we utilize the
LLVM Fault Injector (LLFI) [16] which has been used in
studying SDCs and SID in other recent works [2], [7], [30],
[31]. As stated in our fault model, we only consider transient
faults in the computing components. Hence, we use LLFI to
inject single-bit flips into a random instruction’s return value.
We consider single-bit flips since it is a common fault model
for simulating transient faults in the literature [5], [9], [20],
[29], [32], [33]. Therefore, we adopt single-bit flips in our
SDC-related evaluation.

To measure a program’s overall SDC probability (for either
protected or unprotected programs), we inject 1,000 random
faults to each program for each input. Also, to derive the
per-instruction SDC probabilities in each program, we inject
100 random faults to each static instruction on each input
to maintain a reasonable experiment time. Our FI measure-
ment yields an error bar from 0.26% to 3.10% for the 95%
confidence intervals. The FI methodology is comparable with
related works [5], [10], [12], [15], [33].

4) SID Technique: The used SID technique in our study is
in line with state-of-the-art SID works [2], [7], [30]. Similar to
these studies, we use LLVM to implement SID to protect the
programs. Specifically, we first apply SID to each benchmark,
setting the protection level with a performance overhead bud-
get of 30%, 50%, and 70%, respectively. For each benchmark,
the reference input from the benchmark suite is chosen to
measure the benefit and cost of each instruction. Then, we
perform the instruction selection for duplication. After setting
up the protection, we inject faults to the protected programs
with 30 random inputs and measure the SDC coverage at
different protection levels. To conclude, we conduct the SID
instruction selection based on reference input, whereas we use
random inputs to execute the protected programs and evaluate
the SDC coverage. Note that existing studies [2], [12], [20],

[30], [34]–[36] use the same program input for both instruction
selection and SID evaluation. In contrast, our setup tries to
mock up a practical environment that an application may run
with arbitrary inputs. Finally, we compare the measured SDC
coverage across inputs against the expected SDC coverage
provided by the SID method.

TABLE II: Percentage of Random Coverage-loss Inputs

Benchmark 30% Level 50% Level 70% Level

Pathfinder 4.00% 6.00% 2.00%
kNN 58.00% 78.00% 74.00%
BFS 2.00% 22.00% 26.00%
Backprop 0.00% 52.00% 66.00%
Needle 34.00% 56.67% 44.00%
Kmeans 56.00% 68.00% 62.00%
LU 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%
Particlefilter 0.00% 74.00% 100.00%
HPCCG 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%
Xsbench 52.00% 40.00% 48.00%
FFT 62.00% 70.00% 84.00%
Average 24.36% 42.36% 46.00%

B. The Witnessed SDC-Coverage-Loss Issue in SID

1) Key Observations: Figure 2 presents the results of our
preliminary study. The red bars indicate the expected SDC
coverage provided by the existing SID method. The candle-
sticks represent the ranges of the SDC coverage measured
among 50 generated inputs for each program. If the bottom
of a candlestick is lower than the red bar, then the measured
SDC coverage is lower than the expected coverage under some
inputs, implying the loss of SDC coverage in practice. We
make three important observations as follows.

First, the actual SDC coverage measured over different
inputs is highly application-specific. The range of the coverage
varies at different protection levels in the benchmarks. For
example, the SDC coverage ranges from 0.00% to 100.00% at
all 30%, 50%, and 70% protection levels in Kmeans. However,
the range is lower than 11.20% in LU and Pathfinder.

Second, the actual SDC coverage can be much lower than
the expected value provided in the existing SID method.
That means a protected program may suffer from significantly



degraded SDC coverage when running with different inputs.
For example, the SID expects a 100% coverage at the 50%
protection level in Xsbench, whereas the measured coverage
can be as low as 2.17% when running with different inputs.
Similar situations also appear in Needle, kNN, and Kmeans.

Third, we witness a decrease in SDC coverage when in-
creasing the protection level in SID if different inputs are used
in the evaluation. This finding is surprising since SID assumes
that the higher overhead budget, the better SDC coverage.
For example, in kNN, the minimum SDC coverage decreases
from 61.45% to 38.33% when increasing protection level
from 50% to 70%. We observe similar situations in Needle,
FFT, Particlefilter, Xsbench, and Kmeans when running the
protected instances of them with different inputs. The root
cause will be discussed in Section IV.

2) Percentage of Coverage-Loss Inputs: Table II lists the
percentage of the inputs that fail to meet the expected SDC
coverage in the experiment. We see that most of the applica-
tions have a significant amount of inputs that cause the loss
of SDC coverage. For example, Particlefilter always fails to
meet the target coverage at the protection level of 70%. FFT
owns 62.00%, 70.00%, and 84.00% of the inputs that miss
the expected SDC coverage at all three protection levels. On
the other hand, the existing SID method performs well in LU,
HPCCG, and Pathfinder. Specifically, no inputs are causing the
coverage loss for LU and HPCCG according to Table II. The
percentage of coverage-loss inputs in Pathfinder is only 4.00%,
6.00%, and 2.00% at the three protection levels, respectively.
We will further study the reasons in Section IV.

Overall, the important takeaway is that the loss of SDC
coverage in existing SID method could be severe and common
over multiple inputs. Putting into context, if one uses existing
SID method to protect an application, the actual SDC coverage
in practice could be significantly lower than the expected
coverage. As a result, the application will likely fail to meet the
reliability target in the production environment since programs
essentially run with different inputs in practice. Even worse,
developers might be unaware of this issue. Instead, they may
blindly trust the protected applications to produce correct
computations.

IV. INCUBATIVE INSTRUCTIONS

In this section, we describe the root cause of the observed
SDC-coverage-loss problem. We investigate this issue from
analyzing the instructions that lead to SDCs in FI experiments.
First, given a protection level of SID, we conduct FIs upon
the protected program with the reference input since it is the
default input used in SID to measure the cost and benefit of
each instruction. We measure the SDC coverage and collect all
the instructions that result in SDCs under the reference input.
Next, we conduct FIs to the protected program with different
inputs and get all the instructions which result in SDCs. We
repeat the process with all 30 inputs of each benchmark and
obtain the non-overlapping instructions in terms of reference
input and other inputs. That is, we identify the instructions
that do not result in SDCs with reference input, but lead to

SDCs when using different inputs. Intuitively, in a protected
program, those instructions will not cause SDCs when running
with reference input since the implied protection is based on
the reference input. However, they would cause new SDCs
when running with other inputs, thus leading to the loss of
SDC coverage in SID – they are the target instructions we
want to characterize.

Further, we repeat the above procedure at three different
SID protection levels of 30%, 50%, and 70%. We observe that
some target instructions always exist among those levels. For
example, 54.4% of those target instructions at 30% protection
level still appear at the 50% protection level and the result is
41.3% after elevating the protection level from 50% to 70%.
This is because those instructions are always not prioritized for
protection even increasing the protection level to a very high
position (70%). Such instructions lead to the SDC coverage
loss on changed inputs. Note that if we keep moving the
protection level to near full protection, the target instructions
found at lower protection levels would gradually disappear
– because SID eventually protects all the instructions at full
protection.

Oriented from such observation, we now examine the rea-
sons why these instructions are not prioritized by SID. Based
on the analysis of Knapsack algorithm used in the instruction
selection of SID (Section II-C), there are two possible reasons:
(1) The cost, which is the dynamic cycles of the instruction
in program execution, is too high; or (2) The benefit, which
is the cost times the SDC probability of the instruction, is too
small to be considered.

In our analysis, we do not observe certain patterns in their
costs. Instead, we find that the benefits of these instructions are
very small (near zeros) when using reference inputs, indicating
tiny SDC probabilities in these instructions measured with
reference inputs. However, the instructions could reveal much
higher SDC probabilities when measured with other inputs.
We name these instructions as incubative instructions.

Figure 3 shows an example of incubative instruction in FFT
benchmark. As seen, when using the reference input, icmp
instruction has an SDC probability of near 0%. This is because
%11 has a small negative value and it is difficult for a bit-flip to
modify it to a positive value that is greater than 50. Therefore,
all the faults occur at the icmp will be masked. However, when
executing with a different input, %11 can be a small positive
value that is less than 50, and hence a bit-flip (say at a higher
bit position) may modify it to a much larger value and thereby
invert the comparison result, causing an SDC.

The existence of incubative instructions shows that when
the program input changes, the error propagation behavior in a
program execution may also change, resulting in different SDC
probabilities. Based on our observations, we place instructions
into incubative instructions if their benefits fall into the last
1% of the overall results with one input, but move out of the
last 30% of the overall results when using different inputs.

In summary, existing SID method only runs with single
reference input in the protection for a program, and incubative
instructions have negligible SDC probabilities under the input,



  …
  %11 = load i64* %out
  %12 = icmp slt i64 %11, 50
  br label %13
  …

Input A

SDC Prob. = 0%
No need protect.

Input B

  …
  %11 = load i64* %out
  %12 = icmp slt i64 %11, 50
  br label %13
  …

SDC Prob. = 17%
Need protect!

Fig. 3: Example of incubative instructions (FFT Benchmark)

making them difficult to be prioritized by SID. However, those
instructions may reveal higher SDC probabilities when inputs
are changed, and eventually cause the loss of SDC coverage.

V. MINPSID: HARDENING SID ACROSS INPUTS

In this section, we first explain the high-level design of
MINPSID, and then present the details of each component.

A. Design Overview

Figure 4 shows the overall workflow of MINPSID. Users
only need to provide the program source code and the pro-
tection level. MINPSID will automatically select instructions
for protection, compute an expected SDC coverage of the
protection, and generate the protected binary of the program.
The entire process is fully automated without any user in-
terventions. We implement MINPSID as LLVM passes and
release it as open-source software on GitHub2.

The main target of MINPSID is to efficiently identify as
many incubative instructions as possible for a given program
and re-prioritize them in the instruction selection phase of
SID. A bruteforce method may consist of the following steps:
(1) randomly generate program inputs; (2) conduct FI mea-
surement over each instruction; (3) compare the measurement
between inputs for identifying incubative instructions; and (4)
repeat steps (1)-(3) until reaching time threshold or no new
incubative instructions can be found. This approach, however,
is impractical as the per-instruction FI measures over each
input can be extremely time-consuming.

We propose an input searching technique in MINPSID to
tackle this challenge, which performs a guided search for
inputs that reveal incubative instructions in a program. The
key insight is that different program executions flows can
lead to different error propagation behaviors in the program,
hence more likely revealing incubative instructions between
the inputs. Based on this point, we leverage the static analysis
in MINPSID to generate the control-flow graph (CFG) for
a given program (➂). With an input search engine (➃) and
dynamic profiling (➄) of the program execution, MINPSID
computes a weighted CFG list for input. The weighted CFG
list represents the unique execution paths under the input and
is used by the search engine to differentiate the program
execution from all other inputs seen in the past search. In
this way, MINPSID can identify incubative instructions with
fewer inputs, hence requiring much fewer FIs to be performed
(➆).

2Download link: https://github.com/hyfshishen/SC22-MINPSID

After identifying the incubative instructions, MINPSID re-
prioritizes those instructions by updating their benefits with
the upper bounds measured among the generated inputs (➇),
to let SID prioritize them in the instruction selection phase
(➈). Finally, MINPSID completes instruction duplication and
generates the protected binary of the program.

B. Design Details

We now present the details of each component in Figure 4.
1) SID Preparation (➀, ➁): We first measure the cost and

benefit for each instruction with the reference input (➀), and
then construct a profile of both benefit and cost for the program
(➁). The benefit measurement consists of per-instruction FIs,
and the cost measurement relies on dynamic profiling. This
step is similar to the preparation in the existing SID method.

2) Input Search Engine (➂-➆): In this module, we design
an input search engine that uses a genetic algorithm (GA)
(➃) to guide the search of inputs that help identify incubative
instructions efficiently.

GA is a meta-heuristic search algorithm inspired by natural
evolution [37]. In the following, we describe how we apply
GA to identifying incubative instructions.
Mutation and Crossover Within each input generation in
GA, we mutate inputs in the population. The idea of the
mutation operation is to make a small change to the existing
input. Our mutation operation is designed as follows: we
first randomly select one argument from the input. If the
argument is numerical, we modify the value with a random
number between ±10% of the current value. If the argument
is non-numerical, we randomly enumerate a possible value
for the argument. For the crossover operation in GA, we first
randomly select two program inputs generated in the current
GA generation, randomly choose an argument in both inputs,
and swap the arguments between the two inputs. Following
common heuristics used in GA, we select 0.4 and 0.05 for the
mutation and crossover rates, respectively [37].
Weighted Control-flow Graph The intuition behind our fitness
function design is that if an input runs a different execution
path, it likely leads to new error propagation behaviors in
the path exploration, thus contributing to new incubative
instructions. Thereby, the fitness function should quantitatively
differentiate control-flows in program executions. We use
dynamic program analysis to construct a weighted control-flow
graph (CFG) for a generated input and compare the differences
of the weighted CFGs with those of the generated inputs in
history. Specifically, we first construct a static CFG for the
program at compilation (➂). In this static CFG, each node
donates a basic block, and each edge represents a possible
execution path. Note that all possible inputs of the program
share the same static CFG. Next, for each generated input in
GA, we execute the target program with the input, dynamically
profiling the number of executions for each CFG edge in the
program execution (➄) – the count becomes the weight of
the edge. Following the steps, we generate a weighted CFG
for the input. Finally, we convert the weighted CFG to an
indexed CFG list for calculating the fitness score. The list
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Fig. 5: A running example of weighted CFG construction
(Code fragment from Pathfinder benchmark)

index is the index of each basic block, and the value of the
list is the total number of execution counts in the edges that
point to each basic block. Figure 5 shows an example of
weighted CFG construction and its conversion. The static CFG
(each BB denotes a basic block) in Pathfinder is obtained
at program compilation. By executing the program under a
generated input, the dynamic cycle of each basic block can
be recorded, named as weighted CFG. Thus the indexed CFG
list can be obtained by combining the dynamic cycle of each
basic block.

Fitness Score After obtaining the indexed CFG list for a
generated input, we evaluate the fitness score for the input
(➅) by checking the difference of their indexed CFG lists. The
evaluation scheme is as follows: We denote indexed CFG list
of the current input in the search as L = {i1, i2, ..., iN}, where
in denotes the number of executions of n−th basic block in the
program execution with the input, and N is the total number of
basic blocks. Let Bj = {bj1, bj2, ..., bjN} denote the indexed
CFG lists of the j−th inputs that are recorded in GA search
history. Let bjn represent the number of executions of the n−th
basic block in the program execution with the j−th input. We
compute the average Euclidean distance, SL, between L and
every Bj . The formula is shown in Eq. 3, where the additional
notation |M | denotes the total number of inputs recorded in
the GA search history.

SL =
1

|M |+ 1

M∑
j=0

√√√√ N∑
n=1

|in − bjn|2 (3)

The GA uses the fitness score to make optimization deci-
sions - the candidate input with a higher fitness score will
survive to next generation. The current GA search of inputs
will terminate when fitness score no longer improves. After the
new input is obtained in the current GA search, MINPSID will
then perform per-instruction FI to obtain the SDC probabilities
of every instruction. By comparing the per-instruction SDC
probabilities of the input with those of historical inputs, a list
of incubative instructions can be identified (➆). The entire
search process will terminate once the number of incubative
instructions no longer increases.

3) Re-prioritization and Code Transformation (➇, ➈, ➉):
Once distinguished incubative instructions, MINPSID updates
the benefits of those instructions with the highest values
observed in the prior FI measurement (➇). For the rest of the
instructions that are not determined as incubative instructions,
MINPSID adopts the cost and benefit profiles of the instruc-
tions (measured in ➀). In this way, the new benefits of incuba-
tive instructions weigh higher in the Knapsack algorithm and
will be prioritized in the instruction selection. The instructions
for the protection under a target protection level are selected
by running the Knapsack algorithm based on the updated cost
and benefit profile (➈). Finally, the program is transformed for
instruction duplication as in the existing SID method (➉), and
a new protected binary executable is generated as the output
of MINPSID.

VI. EVALUATION

In this section, we present the evaluation of MINPSID. We
first show the effectiveness of MINPSID in mitigating the
loss of SDC coverage in SID, then measure the efficiency of
our heuristics in MINPSID to identify incubative instructions.
Finally, we evaluate the time taken in executing MINPSID.
All our experiments are conducted on 4 Debian servers, each
has two 20-core Intel CPU processors.
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Fig. 6: Mitigation of the loss of SDC coverage by MINPSID, compared with the existing SID method (Red bars indicate
expected SDC coverage provided by each technique)

A. Mitigation of the Loss of SDC Coverage

Figure 6 demonstrates the effectiveness of MINPSID in
mitigating the loss of SDC coverage. The baseline we use in
the comparison is the state-of-the-art SID method described
in Section II-C. As shown in the figure, the ranges of SDC
coverage provided by MINPSID are much shorter in almost
all the benchmarks at every protection level, compared with
the baseline. The lower bounds of the coverage are much
higher than those in the baseline. For example, in Needle,
at 30%, 50%, and 70% protection levels, we observe that
MINPSID provides at least 64.91%, 68.41%, and 82.45% SDC
coverage respectively, whereas they are only 0.00%, 27.64%,
and 19.60% in the baseline. The only exception is Backprop at
the protection level of 50%. The minimum coverage observed
is 91.12% in MINPSID, which is 0.47% lower than that of the
baseline (91.59%). Overall, averaging over all the benchmarks
at the 3 protection levels, MINPSID mitigates 97% of the loss
of SDC coverage in the existing SID.

Another important observation is that, unlike the baseline,
the minimum coverage provided by MINPSID always in-
creases as the protection level increases in each benchmark.
For example, in kNN, the minimum coverage provided by
MINPSID is 99.54% at 30% protection level, 100.00% at 50%
and 70.00% protection level. In contrast, the coverage ability
of the baseline may decrease unexpectedly with increasing
protection levels (e.g., from 61.45% to 38.33% at protection
levels from 50% to 70%). That is, MINPSID provides more
predictable SDC coverage as the protection level elevates,
which is critical for developers to improve the software
resilience and meet the reliability target.

Table III examines the percentage of the inputs that lead
to loss of SDC coverage after using MINPSID. Note that the
baseline result is shown in Table II in Section III-B, where
we reveal the loss-of-SDC-coverage problem in existing SID
method. By comparing the two tables, we observe that the
percentage of the inputs that lead to the loss of coverage

turns much lower in MINPSID than that in the baseline,
with an average of 8.36% in MINPSID and 37.58% in the
baseline. This shows that when running with different inputs,
by applying MINPSID, the protected applications will less
likely experience the loss of SDC coverage.

TABLE III: Percentage of Inputs that Results in the Loss of
SDC Coverage in MINPSID

Benchmark 30% Level 50% Level 70% Level

Pathfinder 14.00% 4.00% 4.00%
kNN 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%
BFS 0.00% 10.00% 12.00%
Backprop 0.00% 0.00% 16.00%
Needle 2.00% 2.00% 2.00%
Kmeans 4.00% 12.00% 52.00%
LU 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%
Particlefilter 0.00% 56.00% 0.00%
HPCCG 0.00% 0.00% 2.00%
Xsbench 0.00% 6.00% 0.00%
FFT 12.00% 60.00% 6.00%
Average 2.91% 13.64% 8.55%

Finally, we observe that the expected SDC coverage (the
red bars in the figure) provided by MINPSID is more con-
servative than those provided by existing SID method. That
is, the expected coverage by MINPSID is lower in most
of the cases. The only exception is Backprop, the expected
coverage is lower than minimum coverage by 24.85% in 30%
protection level. This is because the benefits of incubative
instructions in Backprop vary much larger than those of other
benchmarks, which lead to over-conservation in the protection.
More importantly, in most of the benchmarks, MINPSID tends
to bound the minimum coverage it can provide. This allows
the users of MINPSID to make more accurate plan for the
protection. The expected coverage tends to be conservative
and so the SDC probabilities of their protected applications in
production are closer to their reliability target. Note that the
resulted conservative protection in MINPSID is as expected,



since we re-prioritize incubative instructions with their highest
benefits measured in the instruction selection phase.

B. Efficiency of Identifying Incubative Instructions

In this section we show the efficiency of identifying in-
cubative instructions by MINPSID. For comparison purpose,
we replace the input search engine (➂ - ➅ in Figure 4) in
MINPSID with a random searcher as the baseline. For every
benchmark, the baseline randomly search inputs for identifying
incubative instructions. Unlike our input search engine in
MINPSID, the baseline has no fitness function and performs
blind search.

Fig. 7: Number of incubative instructions (normalized) iden-
tified by our input search engine in MINPSID and a random
searcher

Figure 7 presents the results. As can be seen, our input
search engine identifies more incubative instructions than the
baseline at all time. MINPSID and the baseline techniques
converge at 21 and 23 inputs on average respectively. Our
input search engine can identify 45.60% more incubative in-
structions than the baseline upon the convergence. As a result,
MINPSID mitigates additional 34% loss of SDC coverage in
SID compared with the one that uses a random searcher.

C. Time Taken to Run MINPSID

In this section we measure the time taken to execute
MINPSID for each benchmark. Figure 8 shows the results.
We parallelize all the FIs in both MINPSID and the existing
SID on our machines. Per-Inst-FI (Ref Input) indicates the
time to finish FI and profiling with the reference input in each
benchmark (➀ in Figure 4). Per-Inst-FI (For Incubative Insts.)
represents the time to complete FI in identifying incubative
instructions (➆ in Figure 4). Together with the portion of
running the input search engine, the three components con-
stitute more than 98% of execution time on average in each
benchmark.

Measured on our machine, the FI operations for identifying
incubative instructions in MINPSID take an average of 26.42
minutes. Besides, the execution time of these FI operations
ranges from 0.88 minutes in kNN to 101.25 minutes in
Xsbench. The average time for running FIs with the reference
input and input search engine is 3.87 and 33.41 minutes
respectively. Specifically, the time for running FIs with the

Fig. 8: MINPSID Execution Time

reference input ranges from 0.21 minutes (Pathfinder) to 21.07
minutes (HPCCG), while the time for input search engine
is beteween 0.56 minute (Backprop) and 158.97 minutes
(Xsbench). Overall, MINPSID takes an average of 63.71
minutes to complete the entire analysis for each benchmark.
In comparison, running existing SID method consumes around
3.87 minutes. Note that though MINPSID takes longer time
than the existing SID method, it is a one-time cost at the
compilation before the deployment. Moreover, the FIs process
can be easily parallelized with more computation resources to
further speed up MINPSID.

VII. CASE STUDY: MINPSID WITH REAL-WORLD
PROGRAM INPUTS

As mentioned in Section III, we use randomly generated
inputs for evaluating MINPSID. While randomly generating
program inputs is an acceptable way to sample realistic inputs
seen in other related works [12], [22], [29], we want to
investigate the effectiveness of MINPSID when executing with
real-world program inputs. We realize that public execution
logs or datasets are not always available for the benchmarks we
use, thus it may not be possible for us to test every benchmark
we have with real-world program inputs. However, we find
KONECT [38] and Kaggle [39] which provide graph and
clustering datasets that are collected from real-world problems.
We use these datasets to execute our BFS and Kmeans
benchmarks. KONECT is a graph collection, containing real-
world social networks, citation networks etc. [38], whereas
Kaggle is a data science community that provides datasets
from real-world problems [39]. More specifically, we select
top 30 graph datasets in KONECT as the program inputs to
run BFS benchmark, and 10 available datasets in clustering
problems from Kaggle to execute Kmeans in our case study.

As usual, we first protect the program using MINPSID at
30%, 50%, and 70% protection levels, then run the protected
program with the chosen real-world program inputs. For each
input, we conduct FI evaluation to the protected program as
we did in our evaluation, in order to measure the loss of SDC
coverage. The results are presented in Figure 9.

As can be seen, in both benchmarks, MINPSID can ef-
fectively reduce the loss of SDC coverage. The range of SDC
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Fig. 9: MINPSID with Real-World Program Inputs

coverage provided by MINPSID are shorter in every protection
levels compared with the baseline SID. As well, the lower
bounds of the coverage are much higher than those in the
baseline, suggesting that MINPSID mitigates the loss of SDC
coverage among inputs. For example, in BFS, at 30%, 50%,
and 70% protection levels, MINPSID provides at least 68.87%,
80.38%, and 90.19% SDC coverage respectively, whereas they
are only 57.46%, 75.82%, and 82.09% in the baseline. Similar
observations can be made in Kmeans.

TABLE IV: Percentage of Inputs that Results in the Loss of
SDC Coverage in MINPSID

Benchmark 30% Level 50% Level 70% Level

BFS (Baseline) 60.00% 76.67% 86.67%
BFS (MINPSID) 10.00% 23.33% 16.67%
Kmeans (Baseline) 50.00% 60.00% 60.00%
Kmeans (MINPSID) 10.00% 30.00% 10.00%

Table IV shows the percentage of the inputs that results
in the loss of SDC coverage. We find that the percentage of
the inputs that lead to the loss of coverage is much lower
in MINPSID than that in the baseline, with an average of
16.67% in MINPSID and 65.56% in the baseline, indicating
that the protected applications will less likely experience the
loss of SDC coverage when applying MINPSID. The above
observations are consistent with what we have analyzed in the
evaluation section.

VIII. DISCUSSION

A. Performance Overhead across Multiple Inputs

In this work, we investigate the loss of SDC coverage
problem in existing SID, which imposes an immediate re-
liability threat to HPC community. Meanwhile, we observe
that there also exists variance in the performance overheads
when running protected programs with different inputs. Recall
that the protection level indicates the expected amount of
dynamic instructions that are duplicated by SID (Section II).
We observe that on average, existing SID method duplicates
only 15.61%, 28.63%, 46.31% of dynamic instructions at 30%,
50%, and 70% protection levels, respectively, when running
with different inputs in each benchmark. That is, at all levels,
the actual numbers of duplicated dynamic instructions are
lower than the said target protection levels by 14.39%, 21.37%,
23.69%, respectively. On the other hand, we observe a similar
shortage in MINPSID as well, they are lower than the target
protection levels by 15.20%, 22.68%, 22.05%. This indicates

that MINPSID experiences a similar variance in performance
overhead to the existing SID method under multiple inputs.
We leave the mitigation of the performance overhead variance
in our future work.

B. Implication to Parallel Programs

SID is applicable to parallel programs (e.g., multi-threaded
applications), as studied in prior works [2], [35]. Recall that
the entire process of SID is done at compile-time. In the
studied applications, each thread of the program runs the same
copy of the protected code, and the mismatch (due to error, if
any) must be detected through the checking before program
synchronization locations such as function calls (hence before
any threads interleave, Section II). Thereby, our technique
(as well as the existing SID method) detects SDCs the same
way on each individual thread of a multi-threaded program
compared with that in a single-threaded program. Therefore,
we believe MINPSID also works on multi-threaded programs.
We experiment MINPSID on a multi-threaded version of FFT
with three settings of threads. We observe that existing SID
method has the SDC coverage loss of 7.52%, 12.13%, and
6.00% in terms of 1, 2 and, 4 threads. In contrast, MINPSID
effectively decreases the loss of the SDC coverage to 2.50%,
5.50% and 1.46% respectively. The preliminary results match
our expectations.

C. Threats To Validity

The first threat to validity we identify in this work is the
method we used to conduct FIs. As mentioned, we conduct
our FI experiments at LLVM level using an open-source fault
injector, LLFI. There has been debate on whether LLVM-level
FI is accurate or not in studying hardware faults. However,
recent works have shown that LLVM-level FI is accurate in
measuring SDCs [15], [16], so we adopt it as we focus on
SDCs in this work. Another motivation for us to use LLVM-
level FI is that many other SID studies in the literature are
conducted using LLVM-level FIs [2], [6], [7], [30], so we
consider our choice is appropriate. On the other hand, we try
to adopt the benchmarks that are used in other recent works
in the area. Our results may be specific to the selection of the
benchmarks, although this is not what we have observed. Our
decisions on benchmark selections are similar to what other
closely related studies have practiced [2], [7], [10], [30], [33].

IX. RELATED WORK

Instruction duplication techniques have been proposed for
more than two decades [40]–[42]. Soon after that, researchers
have observed that not all the program states are equally likely
vulnerable, hence one can selectively protect a fraction of
instructions in a program to achieve high coverage with low
overheads, which have become the prototypes of SID [5],
[43], [44]. Along with the direction, there has been a large
body of works investigating the efficiency and effectiveness
of SID in a broad spectrum of applications [2], [6], [7], [26],
[35]. However, these studies confine themselves to single input
when studying SID, which lead to loss of coverage issues when



the protected programs run with different inputs, as we show
in this work.

Recently, there have been studies investigating how program
inputs may affect error propagation and resiliency evaluations.
Di Leo et al. [45] characterized the relationship between pro-
gram workloads and the failure distribution model. Folkesson
et al. [46] analyzed different workloads and program failure
rates. Li et al. [12] modeled input-dependent error propagation
in programs. Yang et al. [47] proposed SUGAR to speed up
the GPU evaluation via input sizing. Mahmoud et al. [29]
adopted software testing methods to evaluate program’s SDC
resiliency by prioritizing test cases based on PC coverage.
While those works have presented insightful observations
and characterizations in the program resiliency of multiple
inputs, they do not investigate multiple input scenarios in SID.
Rahman et al. [22] proposed Peppa-X to identify the upper-
bound of program SDC probability. Unlike our work which
studies SID protection across different inputs, their work
focused on estimating the highest program SDC probability
given a set of inputs. Our work is the first one that investigates
the root causes of the loss-of-SDC-coverage issue in SID
across multiple inputs, and proposes an efficient and effective
mitigation technique for SID.

Originated from an operating system academia project [48],
input search has been well studied and widely recognized in
test case generation and software vulnerability detection in
the past years [49]. Practical supports from industry [50] has
led to the boosting applications of search to various areas
[51]–[53]. Recently, software issues correlated with hardware
microarchitectural designs have attracted intensive attentions
from the program analysis community [49], [54], [55]. The
techniques in MINPSID in general belongs to this category.
However, MINPSID owns innovative differences compared to
other methods. Existing search tools typically works under the
coverage-guided mechanism, which guides the input mutation
to reach better coverage of certain metrics. Meanwhile, they
primarily focus on observable program execution issues like
crash, hang, etc. Unfortunately, the classic search schema
fails to test SDC issues which present no apparent problems
but corrupted data values. By comparison, MINPSID absorbs
the general idea of input search and realizes a new analysis
framework. It leverages the genetic algorithm and control-
flow-based fitness function to identify critical instructions
through mutated inputs, hence hardening the SID protection
with the precise set of incubative instructions.

X. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In conclusion, existing SID may suffer the loss of SDC
coverage issue when the protected program runs with different
inputs. We observe that the problem is due to incubative
instructions in the program. We propose MINPSID, which
leverages an input search technique to identify incubative
instructions and re-prioritizes the incubative instructions in
selective protection. The evaluation shows that MINPSID
effectively mitigates the loss of SDC coverage issue across
multiple inputs in SID. In the future, we plan to extend

MINPSID in two possible directions: (1) Accelerating input
search process by exploring more efficient fuzzing algorithms
and heuristics, and (2) Extending our work to other upcoming
platforms such as GPUs and special-purpose accelerators.
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Appendix: Artifact Description/Artifact Evaluation

SUMMARY OF THE EXPERIMENTS REPORTED
The experiments in this work can be divided into four parts:

(1) All the 11 selected benchmarks are compiled to LLVM IR
(readable format) via clang/clang++ 3.4 compilers.

(2) Program-level and instruction-level fault injection experi-
ments are conducted to demonstrate the problem.

(3) MinpSID is conducted to harden the selective instruction
duplication via input search engine and LLVM code trans-
formation.

(4) Program-level fault injection experiments on 11 benchmarks
are conducted to verify the effectiveness of protection by
MinpSID

AUTHOR-CREATED OR MODIFIED
ARTIFACTS:
Artifact 1
Persistent ID: https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.6987175
Artifact name: MINPSID Workflow

Reproduction of the artifact with container:

(1) Relevant hardware and operating systems:
• CPU: Intel(R) Xeon(R) Gold 5220R CPU
• OS: Ubuntu 16.04.7 LTS (virtual machine)

(2) Applications and versions:
• CESAR suite v20: Xsbench
• Mantevo suite: HPCCG
• SPLASH-2 suite (kernel): FFT
• Rodinia suite v3.1: kNN, Pathfinder, Backprop, BFS, Parti-
clefilter, Kmeans, LU, and Needle.

(3) Software dependencies:
• Clang/Clang++ 3.4 in LLVM 3.4 Infrastructure
• LLVM fault injector (LLFI)
• Python 3.5 and Python 2.7

(4) Key algorithms:
• Code transformation for SID algorithm
• Code transformation for weighted CFG generation
• 0-1 knapsack algorithm
• Generic algorithm

(5) Dockerhub Image Link that satisfied the above re-
quirements:
• https://hub.docker.com/repository/docker/hyfshishen/sc22-
minpsid-env

(6) Github Link of MINPSID:
• https://github.com/hyfshishen/SC22-MINPSID

In the Github Link of MINPSID workflow, there is a file named
README.md. In README.md, there are five major steps:

• Introduction: This part briefly introduces what problems we
are trying to solve in this work.

• Environment Configuration: This part describes how to con-
figure the environment for reproducing the results. For sim-
plicity, we have prepared a Docker image for reproducing

the results. This Docker image has already contained all
software dependencies used in this work

• Benchmark Info: you can check benchmark information in
this table.

• Running MINPSID: generate MINPSID protected LLVM IR
for the benchmarks.

• Reproducing Paper Results: this section provides step-by-
step information/commands for reproducing themain results
in this paper, including the initial study, evaluation, and case
study.


